Exploration of invasive mechanisms via global ncRNA-associated virus-host crosstalk.
Viral infection is a complex pathogenesis and the underlying molecular mechanisms remain poorly understood. In this study, an integrated multiple resources analysis was performed and showed that the cellular ncRNAs and proteins targeted by viruses were primarily "hubs" and "bottlenecks" in the human ncRNA/protein-protein interaction. The common proteins targeted by both viral ncRNAs and proteins tended to skew toward higher degrees and betweenness compared with other proteins, showed significant enrichment in the cell death process. Specifically, >800 pairs of human cellular ncRNAs and viral ncRNAs that exhibited a high degree of functional homology were identified, representing potential ncRNA-mediated co-regulation patterns of viral invasion. Additionally, clustering analysis further revealed several distinct viral clusters with obvious functional divergence. Overall, this is the first attempt to systematically explore the invasive mechanism via global ncRNA-associated virus-host crosstalk. Our results provide useful information in comprehensively understanding the viral invasive mechanism.